Joint Minority Position CT Gerhardi
We, the undersigned take a joint minority position on the basis of the following
arguments/justifications:
1. Deficiencies in the AoA:

The applicant has tried to make the case that there are no alternatives and that
these will not become available within the normal review period. While we do not
disagree that by the sunset date there will not be a suitable alternative, we do
believe that the state of the art in decorative chrome plating is much further along
than the applicant has described in the application. It is true that Cr(III) plating
still has certain disadvantages 1, but we would like to point out that these are
issues related to operational conditions and are also observed when the Cr(VI)
plating process is less than carefully controlled1,2. These disadvantages are also
of more importance for functional chrome plating than for decorative chrome
plating. The reason of course being that technical standards are higher when the
chrome layer has to impart technical functionality on an object instead of having
mainly an aesthetic function as is the case here.

Based on information we have consulted and assessed, and which has already
been referenced in previous applications and opinions, there seems to be only one
public example available of Cr(III)-based plating on an industrial scale 3. It is
however clear that efforts are being made to try and overcome the limits of the
current type of Cr(III)-based plating. Another process, which focuses specifically
on functional chrome plating, has been developed over the last several years and
is already marketed to companies3,4. In the TURI report3 and the public reports
submitted to the EPA4 the company that developed the technology, states that
promising results are shown. The latest grant awarded by the US EPA shows that
the process is being tested/adapted for a client in the aviation sector4, 5. In the final
report linked to that grant5, the developing company states that the data indicated
that the physical properties of the chrome coating produced via their process
exhibited similar properties to chrome coatings produced using the conventional
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In general both processes do seem to have different operational quirks that one needs to be mindful
of, but the difference in operational difficulties does not seem to be excessively large.
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hexavalent chromium process in terms of porosity, hardness, and adhesion.
Furthermore, the report states that a reduction in cost per coated part (piston
simulating for example the interior of landing gear) was demonstrated. It should
be noted that these results are valid for functional chrome plating where the
technical requirements are more stringent than for decorative use.
Therefore we do not think that the applicant has satisfactorily demonstrated the
long term infeasibility, both technical and economical, of this alternative. As such
the AoA, and the information therein, cannot be used as an argument for a long
review period.

2. Remaining risk
RAC has not given any recommendation in relation to the review period. RAC has
estimated the remaining individual risks measures as excess risk for lung cancer
for 40 years exposure to be 4.8 *10-3 for more than 200 workers (Table 14). This
level for individual is above the indicative tolerable risk level of 10-5, mentioned
in REACH guidance R8 6. However, neither RAC nor SEAC evaluate which level of
the individual risk that is acceptable. Therefore in section 10 on the proposed
review period it should have been mentioned that when recommending a review
period the remaining risks for individual workers have not been taken into
account.
3. Customer acceptance
The applicant places a lot of importance on customer acceptance arguments. So
much so that we would have expected market surveys and customer demand
studies supporting the claims made. Such an analysis could have informed SEAC
whether customers are ready to accept changes and over which timeframes
(depending on which types of vehicles, market segments and parts). While there
is a lot of technical and economic information on alternatives, there is nothing that
properly justifies the applicant’s claims that customers would not accept parts
made with alternatives to chrome(VI).
The above-mentioned arguments clearly show that a 12-year review period is not
justified and a 7-year review period should be granted instead.
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Guidance on information requirements and chemical safety assessment Chapter R.8:
Characterisation of dose [concentration]-response for human health, p. 15 and Appendix R. 8-14.

